USA HOCKEY ZERO TOLERANCE
PARENTS/SPECTATORS
USA Hockey and Massachusetts Hockey are committed to creating a safe and fair environment for all
participants. Respect for the game, the opponents, coaches and officials is a critical part of the environment
that is created. This Zero Tolerance Policy summarizes required actions to be taken when violations occur.
All players, coaches, game officials, team officials, and administrators, and parents/spectators are required
to maintain a sportsmanlike and educational atmosphere before, during, and after all USA Hockey
sanctioned games. Thus, the following points of emphasis must be implemented by all USA Hockey
participants and spectators.
Parents/Spectators
Parents are expected to be a positive role model by treating all players, coaches, officials and fellow
spectators with respect and support.
The game will be stopped by game officials when parents/spectators displaying inappropriate and disruptive
behavior interfere with other spectators or the game. The game officials will identify violators to the coaches
for the purpose of removing parents/spectators from the spectator’s viewing and game area. Once
removed, play will resume. Lost time will not be replaced and violators may be subject to further disciplinary
action by the local governing body. This inappropriate and disruptive behavior includes:
1.
2.
3.

Use of obscene, profane, or abusive language to anyone at any time.
Taunting of players, coaches, officials or other spectators by means of baiting, ridiculing, threat of
physical violence or physical violence.
Throwing of any object in the spectators viewing area, players bench, penalty box or on ice surface,
directed in any manner as to create a safety hazard.

USA Hockey strongly recommends that each local youth hockey registered team designate a volunteer to
serve as a parent/spectator monitor during all team games. This monitor will, ideally, address inappropriate
spectator behavior prior to the situation escalating to the to the point it has an impact on the game. This
designated monitor shall have the full support of the youth hockey association and the arena management
to remove any spectator in violation of the Zero Tolerance Policy.
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